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CORE PROGRAMS

+

Inspire. Connect. Transform.
DOZENS OF ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS, EXPERIENCES, AND EVENTS

= 770+

Organization outcomes Alumni survey

3,500+

CLC directly inspires and
connects over 3,500 people
each year.
Thanks to CLC’s nextgen programs,

2,850 +

college and high
school students per
year are envisioning a
bright future in CLE as
young professionals.

155+

unique
Accelerate civic
ideas pitched.

LEADING TO...

10,000 +

people across Northeast
Ohio positively impacted.

76%

HOURS OF PROGRAMMING + ENGAGEMENT IN FY20

P
rogram evaluation
Percentage of 2020 program participants who agreed or strongly agreed

with the statement before (pastel bars) and after (dark bars) the program.

of respondents
agree that their CLC
program made them
feel more confident
in the community.

On average,
respondents dedicate

16%

I know about Cleveland’s civic assets, issues,
and stakeholders.

of their time to
give back.

900

unique
organizations
are served by
respondents.

I have access to opportunities to form relationships with
people from a variety of backgrounds.

cleveland leadership center’s mission is to build a continuum of civic leaders committed to our community’s excellence by serving as a catalyst for civic engagement.

Leadership Cleveland (LC)

Advanced Leadership Institute (ALI)

Leadership Cleveland Fellows 2 (LC2)

Legacy Leaders

Cleveland Bridge Builders (CBB)

Career Compass

OnBoard Cleveland (OBC)

Dare2Lead

Campus Cleveland (CC)

Customized Programs

Look Up To Cleveland (LookUp)

Accelerate: Citizens Make Change

Civic Leadership Institute (CLI)

Spark: Grit to Great

LC empowers senior-level leaders to advance their community involvement and impact.
They gain collaborative leadership skills, broaden their networks and gain a deeper
understanding of the complexities of Cleveland’s civic system.
Applications open February 1 - 28

LC2 is a hands-on, outcome-driven civic project open to all LC alumni. Fellows spend 10
months addressing a compelling community issue to achieve tangible results and facilitate
long-term, positive change in Cleveland.
Registration opens late summer

CBB prepares mid-career professionals for meaningful, fulfilling and impactful, civic sector
engagement through relationship building, experiential collaboration and a Leadership
Action Project that provides hands-on learning.
Applications open February 1 - 28

OBC enhances young professionals’ communication skills, strengthens workplace presence
and creates an awareness of the civic realm. It equips participants to make a difference in
their workplace and the community.
Applications open February 1 - 28

CC is a collection of offerings that helps college students envision a life in Cleveland after
graduation and connects them to resources and people that help bring that vision to life,
including a summer program for interns and the annual Career Connections event.
Registration opens January 1

LookUp teaches high school students about their community, local social and economic
issues, and helps them appreciate diversity. It is offered as a school year session and as a
one-week Summer Session.
Registration opens February 15

CLI is a six-session civic education series that raises civic awareness and engagement
for individuals new to the area or those seeking a better understanding of Cleveland.
Participants learn about the latest developments across Northeast Ohio.
Registration open year-round

ALI empowers community-minded individuals to address critical community issues. The
Stokes Fellows work alongside engaged and influential community members (Senior
Stokes Fellows) to advance positive, lasting change in Northeast Ohio.
Applications open Spring 2021

The Legacy Leaders program meaningfully engages those who are retired or are
approaching retirement and leverages their wisdom and experience to drive change on
the most pressing civic and social issues in Cleveland.
Participation is project-based and ongoing

Cleveland Metropolitan School District (CMSD) students are provided with a host of career
exposure and learning opportunities to better understand the full spectrum of career and
educational options available to them and to prepare for those careers.
Professionals of all vocations needed throughout the school year

Dare2Lead is an evidence-based program that creates young leaders and educators
who are uniquely equipped to foster a more inclusive social climate by empowering the
students to act as leaders and interrupt bullying behaviors effectively.
Dare2Lead is offered through schools twice per year

Cleveland Leadership Center creates customized, focused, civic education and leadership
development programs tailored to meet the needs of our community and at the specific
requests of local organizations. CLC also offers evaluation consulting.
Customized programs are created in response to specific requests

Accelerate is a pitch competition which gives individuals across Northeast Ohio a platform
to share their passion and idea to make our community a better place. 30 individuals are
selected to pitch at the event and six win seed money to help bring their idea to life.
February 25, 2021 - Pitch applications are open from November 1 - December 4

Spark: Grit to Great is a half-day leadership symposium on innovation and disruption.
Participants learn critical design thinking skills to advance innovation in their organizations
and in our community.
Spark takes place in late summer

Why support the Cleveland Leadership Center?
Tuition only covers 42% of CLC’s annual operating costs. Tuition dollars run out less than five months into the program year. CLC relies on philanthropic
support for the remaining seven months to continue inspiring, connecting people to transform our community through the above offerings.

